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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Pluripotent stem cell (PSC)-derived cerebral cortex organoid (CO) cell cultures have allowed researchers to probe gene regulatory events that occur during the differentiation of early neocortical cell types using cell lines representing normal and disease states ([@bib12], [@bib32]). These protocols closely recapitulate the cellular organization and gene expression events observed in fetal tissue ([@bib7], [@bib77], [@bib46]). Comparisons of human with other primate COs have revealed subtle differences in the timing of cell divisions and differentiation events ([@bib44], [@bib49]), although the mechanisms by which these changes are enacted are unknown.

Here we focus on one class of gene regulatory element, long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), which often show tissue-specific expression, account for a significant proportion of Pol II output, and are particularly enriched in neural tissues ([@bib6], [@bib10], [@bib54]). LncRNAs have diverse roles in gene regulation, including chromosome inactivation ([@bib55], [@bib76]), imprinting ([@bib5], [@bib34], [@bib50]), and developmental processes ([@bib21]), and have been implicated in establishment of pluripotency ([@bib18]), stem cell maintenance ([@bib63]), reprogramming ([@bib39]), and differentiation ([@bib18]). Nevertheless, most human lncRNAs have undetermined function ([@bib22], [@bib31]) and lack sequence conservation among vertebrate species ([@bib6], [@bib29], [@bib71]). Their tissue-specific expression patterns and rapid sequence evolution make lncRNAs an attractive target as arbiters of lineage-specific gene regulation during development.

It has been suggested that exon structure conservation is more predictive of function than nucleic acid sequence alone ([@bib70]) and we postulate that expression pattern conservation during differentiation may imply a conserved role in gene regulation. Here, we used both aspects of conservation in equivalent developing tissues among closely related primates to identify gene regulatory lncRNAs active in human neural differentiation. We generated COs from human, chimpanzee, orangutan, and rhesus PSCs to recapitulate early events in cortical development and enable comparative molecular analysis of this process. RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was performed at weekly time points to assess the conservation of lncRNA transcript structure and expression among primates. This enabled the discovery of transiently expressed (TrEx) lncRNAs in multiple species, which have potential roles in early cortical cell fate specifications, including the generation of neuroepithelium (NE), radial glia (RG), and early-forming Cajal-Retzius (CR) neurons. Single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) of time points relevant to major differentiation events was used to identify cell types associated with the expression of candidate TrEx lncRNAs. Finally, CRISPR activation (CRISPRa) in HEK293FT cells was used to express these transcripts out of context to probe whether TrEx lncRNAs can regulate genes related to corticogenesis.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Generation and RNA-Seq of Primate COs {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------

To study the transcriptional landscape of early cell-type transitions during primate cortical neuron differentiation, we subjected human, chimpanzee, orangutan, and rhesus macaque PSCs to a CO differentiation protocol based on [@bib12] ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and 1B). Embryonic stem cell (ESC) lines were used for human (H9) and rhesus (LYON-ES1) time courses. Since ESCs are not available for great apes, we generated integration-free induced PSCs (iPSCs) for chimpanzee (Epi-8919-1A) and orangutan (Jos-3C1) from primary fibroblasts ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 1Cerebral Organoid Differentiation Protocol(A) Outline of the dorsal cerebral cortex neuron differentiation assay. EB, embryoid body; MEFs, mouse embryonic fibroblasts.(B) An example of chimpanzee aggregation and differentiation at days 0, 1, 5, and 28. Scale bar, 350 μm.(C) IF staining at 5 weeks (28 days in rhesus) for PAX6 (neural progenitors), CTIP2 and TBR1 (early deep-layer neurons), and TBR2 (intermediate progenitors or early migrating neurons). Scale bar, 50 μm.See also [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The performance of these PSC lines in our CO assay was evaluated by immunofluorescence (IF) staining at day 35 (or the equivalent day 28 for rhesus), showing efficient production of RG, intermediate progenitors, and deep-layer cortical neurons ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) in highly structured neural rosettes as described previously ([@bib12], [@bib32], [@bib7]). RNA samples were collected from at least two replicates of PSCs and weekly time points over 5 weeks of differentiation in each species and used to create strand-specific RNA-seq libraries. Due to their shorter gestational period and faster cell division rates, rhesus samples had adjusted time points with ∼5 day weeks ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Experimental Procedures](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}). In all, 49 libraries averaged 41 million uniquely mapping reads per library with a minimum of 46 million unique reads across replicates per species time point. After mapping to the appropriate genome ([Experimental Procedures](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}) DESeq ([@bib40]) was used to assess relative gene expression for known genes ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The generation of on-target dorsal cortical tissue was confirmed by profiling marker genes ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Pluripotency markers such as *OCT3/4* were down-regulated by week 1, while early neural stem cell markers, including *PAX6*, were up-regulated and deep-layer neuron markers such as *TBR1* were strongly expressed by week 5 in all species ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Overall, there was strong induction of early neural and dorsal forebrain markers with little expression of markers of other brain regions ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 2Analysis of Differentiation Accuracy, Efficiency, and KineticsRNA-seq data are represented as the mean of 2 biological replicates/time points (A--E). (A) Heatmap of marker gene expression (DESeq2 expression values). (B) Top 100 "week 2 genes" (n = 3,431) or (C) "week 5 genes" (n = 3,838) identified in human are displayed for each species (gray lines) with centroid curves (red) plus or minus SD (blue shading). (D) Week 2 genes (857--858 genes per quartile) or (E) week 5 genes (959--960 genes per quartile) were ranked into quartiles by expression in human (blue), and the same genes are displayed for chimpanzee (red), orangutan (green), and rhesus (purple), excluding genes with base mean \<10 in human and those not expressed in another species. Boxplot whiskers show 5th to 95th percentile. Significance was calculated by one-way ANOVA. ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001, ^∗∗∗∗^p \< 0.0001. GO term analysis of the top quartiles from (F) week 2 genes and (G) week 5 genes using Enrichr ([@bib28]) is shown. The top 10 enriched GO terms from ARCHS4 ([@bib30]; based on publicly available RNA-seq data from human and mouse) and Human Cell Atlas ([@bib68]; based on microarrays of human and mouse tissues) are ranked by their combined enrichment score. See also [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Comparability of Time Points across Species {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------

We next sought to establish criteria for performing cross-species analysis at each time point. We selected two sets of genes with clear expression pattern trends in the human time course: (1) "week 2 genes," the genes peaking at week 2 and below 50% maximal expression at weeks 0 and 5 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B), and (2) "week 5 genes," the genes maximally expressed at week 5 but below 50% maximal expression at week 0 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). The categories "week 2 genes" and "week 5 genes" contain 3,431 and 3,838 genes, respectively. The top 100 are displayed in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and 2C. All of them are displayed in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D and 2E. When plotting the top 100 genes fitting these profiles, all species consistently show the highest expression for human week 5 genes at their corresponding week 5, confirming an appropriate progression to this endpoint for all species ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). Human week 2 genes show weaker, though overall, correspondence, peaking at week 2 or 3 in other species ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Importantly, human and chimpanzee plots show strong correspondence ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and 2C), showing that conserved features of neurogenesis can be seen despite comparing ESCs (human) and iPSCs (chimpanzee). Orangutan samples appear to maintain high expression of the human-classified week 2 genes into later time points, perhaps indicating a slower or delayed transition into later differentiation events, although it is challenging to attribute this as a bona fide cross-species difference with only a single orangutan iPSC line.

To ensure that the relative amplitude of gene expression was similar across species at these time points, we performed quartile analysis of protein-coding genes fitting the above expression profiles, labeled "week 2 quartiles" and "week 5 quartiles," respectively ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D--2G). We required a minimum of 10 base mean-normalized reads in human and non-zero expression in all other species to minimize annotation bias. Human protein-coding genes were then sorted into expression quartiles and the same genes are shown in each other species ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D and 2E). Although chimpanzee and orangutan appear to have lower overall expression in the top quartile versus human in both gene sets, sorting in this way significantly segregates genes in the top three quartiles in all species by one-way ANOVA, suggesting a similar relative ranking of the gene expression common to each animal. Gene Ontology (GO) term analysis of the first quartiles from the week 2 and week 5 gene sets using Enrichr ([@bib28]) showed significant enrichment of terms associated with neural development, including prefrontal cortex and fetal brain ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F and 2G). Week 2 was also particularly enriched with genes associated with neuronal epithelium, which is absent in the week 5 gene set, indicating that those cultures progressed to a more differentiated stage.

Expression and Gene Structure Conservation of Primate LncRNAs {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------

To assemble unannotated transcripts in each species, Cufflinks v.2.0.2 ([@bib69]) was used, and the Cuffmerge tool combined gene models across time points in each species using FANTOM5 lv3 ([@bib22]) as a reference annotation. CAT ([@bib13]) was used to project the FANTOM lv3 set through a progressive Cactus whole-genome alignment ([@bib53], [@bib66]) to each of the other primate genomes. Guided by the Cufflinks annotation set in each genome, these projections were assigned a putative gene locus. RSEM v.1.3.0 ([@bib35]) was used to calculate expression values of these gene models in each primate species.

Conservation of exon boundaries within an lncRNA gene can be indicative of functional transcripts ([@bib70]). Gene structure conservation of expressed transcripts among our primate species was assessed using homGeneMapping in the AUGUSTUS toolkit ([@bib26]). This tool makes use of Cactus alignments to project annotations in all pairwise species comparisons, providing an accounting of features found in other genomes. homGeneMapping was given both the Cufflinks transcript assemblies and the expression estimates derived from the combination of all RNA-seq time points in all species. The results of this pipeline were combined with the Cactus alignment-based transcript projections to ascertain a set of gene loci that appear to have human-specific expression, human-chimp-specific expression, great ape-specific expression, and expression in all primates ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and 3B, [Tables S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Transcript models with at least 50% intron junction support in human were considered conserved in a non-human genome if that genome had RNA-seq read support for any of its intron junctions and the gene cluster had a transcripts per million (TPM) value greater than 0.1. Single-exon transcripts were filtered out. Using these parameters, 2,975 human poly-exonic lncRNA gene clusters were identified in human. Five hundred three lncRNAs were observed only in human, while 457 were seen in human and chimp, 586 were seen in all great apes, and 920 were confirmed as primate conserved ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B, [Tables S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although these figures serve as an underestimate of how conserved these transcripts are due to the lack of cell line replicates, they show higher overlap in species separated by less evolutionary distance as would be expected. Among the primate-conserved category are the previously described mammalian conserved lncRNAs *MALAT1*, *NEAT1*, *H19*, *PRWN1*, and *CRNDE* ([Tables S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Three hundred forty-seven previously unannotated human gene clusters were also found by Cufflinks, 160 of which were found only in human, and 164 were conserved in chimp, 105 in great apes, and 79 across all of the represented primates ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), showing a distribution similar to that of annotated lncRNAs. Five hundred eighty chimpanzee-specific, 1,709 orangutan-specific, and 593 rhesus-specific gene loci were also detected ([Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), further supporting a relatively fast turnover of lncRNAs, though we suspect that the orangutan estimates are inflated due to its relatively poor genome assembly and, consequently, poor alignment to the other genomes. Comparing these figures to protein-coding genes, 14,453 coding genes were found to be expressed in human ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and 12,474 (86%) of these coding genes were expressed and shared intron boundaries among all species ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). This confirms a much higher degree of structural conservation of mRNAs by these strict metrics. Given the experimental limitations of using one cell line per species and to avoid cell-line-specific effects, we focused our study on transcripts with conserved gene structure in at least two species.Figure 3LncRNA Structure and Expression Pattern Conservation(A and B) Venn diagrams show intron boundary conservation of human (A) protein-coding genes and (B) lncRNAs in each species.(C) A heatmap with TPM (mean, 2 biological replicates/time point) normalized to the maximum value in each species for TrEx lncRNAs.(D) Venn diagram of TrEx lncRNA expression pattern conservation between species.(E and F) UCSC Genome Browser screenshots showing (E) *TREX2174* and (F) *TREX4039*. The Multiz alignment just upstream of the transcription start site for *TREX2174* has a 19 bp insertion that is specific to human and chimpanzee among extant great apes (E).See also [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Tables S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

LncRNAs have previously been reported to exhibit dynamic expression in developing tissues ([@bib2], [@bib54]). TrEx lncRNAs could contribute to the rapid evolution of regulatory networks in developing tissues that underlie important phenotypes, like the expansion of the cerebral cortex over the human lineage. Here we define TrEx lncRNAs as those with maximal expression between weeks 1 and 4, and less than 50% of their maximal expression at weeks 0 and 5. Using these metrics, we identified 386 human TrEx lncRNAs, most of which were expressed primarily at one weekly time point ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C and 3D, [Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We next assessed if these transcripts were also TrEx in other species, requiring that they also have maximal expression at weeks 1--4 in that species. One hundred seventy-six had a conserved TrEx pattern in chimpanzee (61% of 291 transcripts with conserved structure), 148 (68% of 219) in orangutan, 66 (53% of 125) in rhesus, and 39 (31% of 125 transcripts with conserved structure in all four species) had a TrEx pattern in all four species ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C and 3D, [Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Even with the observed timing differences of week 2 protein-coding genes observed in orangutan ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B), human TrEx lncRNAs still retain similar temporal expression patterns to a much higher degree in orangutan than in the more distant rhesus.

Several examples highlight the general features of these TrEx lncRNAs and illustrate their potential evolutionary impact. *TREX2174* (RP11-314P15) is notable in its week 2-specific expression, which is also observed in chimpanzee ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E), but not in orangutan or rhesus at any time point. Interestingly, *TREX2174* has a 19 bp insertion overlapping its transcription start site that is specific to human and chimpanzee. This suggests *TREX2174* may be a recently evolved lncRNA or has a recently evolved expression pattern. Among the lncRNAs that were observed in all four of our species, *TREX4039* (overlapping *AC011306* and *MIR217HG*) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F) peaks at week 1 or 2 in all species and is extinguished by week 5. Chimpanzee appears to express an isoform of this transcript that is not shared with human or rhesus, but can be seen expressed early in orangutan. While chimpanzee ceases expression from this locus at week 2, orangutan appears to switch to the longer isoform observed in the other two species at week 2. This demonstrates how, even among transcripts that share structural elements across species, expression regulation can be diverse.

TrEx LncRNAs Show Cell-Type-Specific Expression Patterns {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------------------

An scRNA-seq study in fetal brain has shown in more mature neural tissue that lncRNAs are often restricted to specific cell-type clusters, having higher expression in individual cells than it would appear from bulk RNA-seq ([@bib36]). To explore the possibility that TrEx RNAs could be restricted to transitory cell states found during cortical development, we performed 10× Chromium 3′ end scRNA-seq on human ESCs (hESCs) and COs at weeks 0, 1, 2, and 5. In all, nearly 800 million reads were obtained from 14,086 cells, averaging 56,600 reads per cell. The total number of genes detected per library ranged from 28,000 in week 5 COs to 36,000 at week 1, averaging between 1,702 and 4,978 genes per cell.

t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) plots generated with Cell Ranger (10× Genomics) identified increasing cell heterogeneity as differentiation progressed ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using a combination of k-means clustering, graphical clustering, and visual inspection, we manually curated clusters of cells with gene expression profiles matching NE, RG, and CR cells in our week 2 libraries ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). NE cells were identified by expression of *HES3* and *NR2F1*, forming a cluster of 1,261 cells (29%) ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). CR cells expressed *TBR1*, *EOMES*, *LHX9*, and *NHLH1*, comprising a cluster of 356 cells (8%) ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). The largest cluster strongly expressed cortical RG markers *SOX2*, *EMX2*, *NNAT*, *PTN*, and *TLE4*, making up 2,593 cells (59%) ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). One hundred seventy-six cells (4%) showed no strong association with these clusters and had no significant distinguishing genes. We determined that they likely represented cell doublets and their prevalence is consistent with theoretical estimates based on the number of cells we captured per library. At week 5, cells expressing NE markers were virtually absent and instead additional clusters expressing neuronal markers emerged ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Next we addressed whether the TrEx pattern of lncRNAs observed in bulk tissue corresponded to an increased likelihood of cell-type specificity ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and 4C). LncRNAs were separated into three conservation categories: those observed only in human samples ("human only"), those with observed exon boundary conservation in all species but no evidence of TrEx expression pattern conservation ("exon conserved"), and those with observed exon boundary and TrEx expression pattern conservation in all species ("exon + TrEx conserved"). Higher transcript conservation by exon boundaries correlates well with higher expression in bulk RNA-seq ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). Adding the criteria of TrEx conservation does not significantly bolster this trend. However, using the "Globally Distinguishing Genes" tool in the Loupe Cell Browser (10× Genomics) on our manually curated cell types, we see that lncRNAs with a conserved TrEx pattern are much more likely to be cell-type specific where exon structure conservation alone has little predictive power ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). Overall, these results suggest that many TrEx lncRNAs may be associated with short-lived cell-type intermediates and thus warrant further investigation as biomarkers of specific cell states.Figure 4TrEx LncRNAs Associate with Specific Cell Subtypes in Single-Cell RNA-Seq(A--C) (A) A tSNE plot of week 2 scRNA-seq. 4,386 cells were manually curated into clusters with gene expression consistent with CR (8%, violet), RG (59%, green), NE (29%, pink), and cell doublets (4%, gray) using the Loupe Browser (10× Genomics). (B and C) Human week 2 TrEx lncRNAs were categorized by conserved exonic structure in all species (Exon Cons.), both conserved exonic structure and conserved TrEx expression pattern (Exon + TrEx Cons.), or present only in human (Human only) (B and C). (B) Maximum expression values are plotted for each category. (C) Cell-type specificity was determined by the Loupe Browser\'s (10× Genomics) "locally distinguishing genes" function. The −log(minimum p value) is shown for each comparison. Significance values were calculated by one-way ANOVA (^∗^p \< 0.01, ^∗∗^p \< 0.001) (B and C).(D) Heatmap showing relative TPM across each species\' time course.(E--H) tSNE plots show lncRNA expression (red). (E) *TREX108* and (F) *TREX8168* were enriched in NE cells. (G) *TREX4039* is expressed in a subpopulation of CR cells. (H) *TREX5008* is expressed in RG at week 2 (left) and week 5 (center). 3,240 week 5 organoid cells were manually curated into clusters consistent with early neurons (26%, red), intermediate progenitors (11%, violet), mature RG (26%, dark green), immature RG (18%, light green), dividing RG (12%, orange), and cell doublets (8%, gray) (right).See also [Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Tables S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Out-of-Context Activation of LncRNAs Modulates Neural Gene Expression {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Since many lncRNAs have been implicated in gene regulatory function either *in cis* ([@bib34], [@bib48], [@bib50], [@bib55], [@bib73], [@bib76]) or *in trans* ([@bib18], [@bib24], [@bib39], [@bib45], [@bib50]), we assessed potential TrEx lncRNA gene regulatory function by CRISPRa using dCas9-VP64 to drive transcription at the endogenous locus in HEK293FT cells ([@bib25]), thus allowing detection of either mode of action. We chose four lncRNAs that are TrEx in human ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), have conserved exonic structure through great apes, are detectable in our single-cell data, are expressed predominantly in one cell type ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E--4H and [Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and lack expression in HEK293FT cells. *TREX108* (FANTOM CATG00000005887) and *TREX8168* (overlapping MIR219-2) are highly expressed in NE and absent in week 5 single-cell data ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E and 4F). *TREX4039* (*AC011306*/*MIR217*) is slightly expressed in NE and RG, but concentrated in a portion of CR cells ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}G). *TREX5008* (RP11-71N10) is restricted to the large RG cluster at week 2 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}H). Interestingly, while *TREX5008* is TrEx in human bulk RNA-seq data, this pattern is not retained in other species ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D) and it is still highly expressed in a subset of RG in week 5 scRNA-seq data ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}H). This suggests that some transcripts identified as TrEx lncRNAs by bulk RNA-seq methods are instead restricted to one cell subtype that persists, but whose relative abundance declines as more cell types are generated.

Five CRISPR single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs) were designed 50--450 bp upstream of each target TrEx lncRNA and co-transfected into HEK293FT with dCas9-VP64. We achieved activation of all four TrEx lncRNAs (140- to 8,600-fold increase over non-targeting scrambled sgRNA controls \[NTCs\]), with all but *TREX8168* activated to a similar or higher expression level compared with bulk week 2 human CO RNA ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A--5D). To assess the regulatory potential of the activated TrEx lncRNAs, we used RNA-seq to measure their effect on protein-coding genes against NTCs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Amazingly, we found that all four TrEx lncRNAs had robust effects on gene expression, with none significantly affecting their immediately neighboring genes. This shows that CRISPRa specifically induced expression of our intended targets and their gene regulatory effects were largely in *trans*. *TREX108* and *TREX8168* predominantly showed activating activity, while *TREX4039* and *TREX5008* showed similar numbers of induced and repressed genes ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E--5L).Figure 5CRISPRa of TrEx LncRNAs Regulates Genes Associated with Brain Development(A--D) qRT-PCR of CRISPRa-induced expression of (A) *TREX108*, (B) *TREX4039*, (C) *TREX5008*, and (D) *TREX8168* in HEK293 cells relative to non-gene-targeting controls and expression in human week 2 COs (data, mean ± SD of 4 biological replicates, ^∗∗∗∗^p \< 0.0001).(E--H) Scatterplots showing RNA-seq data for the indicated TrEx lncRNA versus non-targeting controls (3 biological replicates). Significantly up-regulated (blue) genes, down-regulated (red) genes, and target TrEx lncRNA (green) as determined by DESeq are highlighted (adj. p \< 0.01).(I--L) Volcano plots of significant genes (adj. p \< 0.01) for each activated TrEx lncRNA. Log~2~ fold change calculated versus non-targeting controls. A selection of neural stem cell (green), neural (blue), and endoderm/mesoderm (red)-associated genes is highlighted.(M--P) The top 5 GO terms from ARCHS4 ([@bib30]) and Human Cell Atlas ([@bib68]) associated with the significantly (adj. p \< 0.01) up-regulated (black) and down-regulated (gray) genes in each CRISPRa experiment ranked by combined enrichment score calculated by Enrichr ([@bib28]).See also [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The significantly up- and down-regulated genes associated with activation of each TrEx lncRNA were compared with the ARCHS4 ([@bib30]) and Human Cell Atlas ([@bib68]) gene sets using GO term analysis by Enrichr ([@bib28]) ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}M--5P). Both libraries contain gene sets representing adult and embryonic human and mouse tissues. Genes associated with whole brain, superior frontal gyrus, and cerebral cortex were greatly enriched in those activated by *TREX108*, suggesting a role in general neural gene networks ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}M). *TREX4039* and *TREX5008* (associated with CR and RG, respectively) both induced genes enriched in the ARCHS4 neural epithelium gene set and repressed expression of those associated with superior frontal gyrus and astrocytes ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}N and 5O). The genes most changed by their activation, neural progenitor-associated genes such as *HES1*, *HES5*, *NOTCH3*, and *OTX1*, are significantly reduced ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}J and 5K), perhaps indicating a role in differentiation or CR specification. Finally, although we see the neural-associated genes *GFRA2* and *HES7* strongly activated by *TREX8168* ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}L), GO term analysis shows enrichment of mesoderm germ layer markers with fetal brain and prefrontal cortex-associated genes appearing in the GO terms from down-regulated genes ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}P). It is difficult to speculate what role *TREX8168* may have in NE cells as we are at a disadvantage in detecting repressive gene regulatory function in HEK293 cells. Overall, it is promising that we see such drastic gene expression changes involving neural genes when expressing these TrEx lncRNAs in a non-neuronal cell type.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

The lncRNA field has been mired in controversy over the functional relevance of the tens of thousands of human transcripts ([@bib16], [@bib22], [@bib27]), with claims that most represent non-functional transcription from enhancer elements or spurious transcriptional noise ([@bib59], [@bib67]) due to their low sequence conservation across vertebrates ([@bib4], [@bib29], [@bib51], [@bib59]) or low levels of expression in bulk tissues ([@bib6]). It has also been suggested that tissue-specific lncRNAs are less conserved than those expressed in multiple tissues ([@bib70]), but we found that many human lncRNA transcripts expressed during early cortical neuron differentiation have structural conservation through primates. Of the 2,975 lncRNAs expressed in human cortical neuron differentiation, 72% had conserved structure through chimp, 58% through orangutan, and 43% through rhesus. Fifty-one percent was conserved in the great ape species and 31% had evidence of conserved structure in all tested species, much greater than the estimates of sequence conservation through mouse ([@bib4], [@bib51], [@bib59]). Striking among these transcripts were those expressed transiently in COs. Three hundred eighty-six TrEx lncRNAs were observed in human and had a remarkably conserved expression pattern in great ape species, with at least 223 (58%) retaining TrEx patterns in chimpanzee or orangutan. While TrEx patterns are less conserved than exonic structure, we are likely undersampling relevant time points in each species for optimal detection, considering many TrEx lncRNAs were primarily expressed at a single time point. Our analysis revealed that having a conserved pattern of expression across primates strongly correlates with tissue specificity in scRNA-seq, opening the possibility of a role for TrEx lncRNAs in establishing transient developmental cell states.

We focused on TrEx lncRNAs associated with a specific cell type at the week 2 time point, where there was a clear distinction between RG, NE, and CR cells in our scRNA-seq data ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We used a strict definition of transcript conservation requiring both exon boundary and expression pattern conservation between human and at least one other species, reasoning that those have the highest likelihood of regulatory function. Cellular context is vitally important for lncRNA function ([@bib37]), but still we see significant effects on distal genes upon activation of these TrEx lncRNAs, indicating a robust regulatory function even out of their normal biological context. *TREX108*, *TREX4039*, and *TREX5008* showed induction of gene sets associated with neurons, while *TREX8168* activation yielded significant repression of fetal brain-associated genes as well as modulation of genes associated with non-neural cell types.

The RNA-seq data generated in this study provide a valuable resource for comparative studies aimed at understanding human, chimpanzee, orangutan, and rhesus cortical development. These tissues provide insight into early differentiation stages largely inaccessible *in vivo* and could shed light on what makes great apes and humans unique from each other and other species. Further, while human, chimpanzee, and rhesus have been studied with COs previously ([@bib7], [@bib12], [@bib36], [@bib44], [@bib49]), to our knowledge, we provide the first look at orangutan. Pairing weekly bulk RNA-seq across species with analysis of the cell type composition of these heterogeneous cultures by scRNA-seq in human provides additional insight into the expression events underlying the formation of early neural cell types, allowing the identification of lncRNAs associated with cell types present transiently during human development. Further detailed analysis of this dataset and the lncRNAs identified in this study promises to provide important insights into the transcriptional programs underlying primate-specific features of brain development.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

Cerebral Organoid Generation {#sec4.1}
----------------------------

The [@bib12] protocol was optimized for use with hESCs, rhesus ESCs, chimpanzee iPSCs, and orangutan iPSCs. PSCs were either manually lifted and allowed to self-form into embryoid bodies on low-attachment plates (Corning) in KSR medium or aggregated using AggreWell-800 plates in AggreWell medium (STEMCELL Technologies). DKK1 (Peprotech), NOGGIN (R&D Systems), SB431542 (Sigma), and cyclopamine, *V. californicum* (VWR), were added for the first 18 days of differentiation. Neurobasal with N2 (Thermo Fisher) and cyclopamine was used starting on day 18. Chimpanzee and orangutan cultures were also supplemented with bFGF and EGF. After day 26, all cultures were grown in Neurobasal/N2 medium without added factors. Total RNA was extracted at weekly time points for each species. For protocol details, including the rhesus time point adjustment and iPSC line generation, see [Supplemental Information](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Primate Genome Alignment and Annotation {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------

A progressive Cactus ([@bib53]) whole-genome alignment was generated between the human hg19, chimpanzee panTro4, orangutan ponAbe2, and rhesus macaque rheMac8 assemblies and used as input to the Comparative Annotation Toolkit ([@bib13]). FANTOM5 ([@bib22]) annotations and RNA-seq obtained from SRA (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra>) were used to help guide the annotation process.

RNA-Seq Library Preparation {#sec4.3}
---------------------------

Total RNA was collected from organoid cultures by TRIzol (Thermo Fisher) extraction and depleted of rRNA by Ribo-Zero (Epicentre). Bulk strand-specific total-transcriptome RNA-seq libraries were prepared using dUTP during second-strand synthesis either with the TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Library Prep Gold kit (Illumina) or with home brew components ([@bib52]).

RNA-Seq Analysis {#sec4.4}
----------------

Paired-end Illumina reads were mapped with STAR v.2.5.1b ([@bib11]) to hg19 (human, Genome Reference Consortium GRCh37, 2009), panTro4 (chimpanzee, CGSC Build 2.1.4, 2011), ponAbe2 (orangutan, WUSTL *Pongo albelii*-2.0.2, 2007), and rheMac8 (rhesus macaque, Baylor College of Medicine HGSC Mmul_8.0.1, 2015). DESeq2 v.1.14.1 ([@bib40]) was used for differential expression analysis across the time course in each species (see [Supplemental Information](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

LncRNA Annotation Analysis {#sec4.5}
--------------------------

Cufflinks v.2.0.2 suite ([@bib78], [@bib69]) was used to assemble lncRNA transcript predictions and combine them with FANTOM5 annotations in each species. These were then projected through the Cactus alignment ([@bib66]) to each other genome. RSEM v.1.3.0 ([@bib35]) was used to provide TPM expression values for these newly generated transcripts ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Expressed lncRNAs were assessed using the "homGeneMapping" tool from the AUGUSTUS toolkit ([@bib26]) to provide an accounting of features found in each genome ([Tables S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplemental Information](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3′ Single-Cell RNA-Seq {#sec4.6}
----------------------

H9 hESCs were grown on vitronectin with E8-Flex medium (Thermo Fisher). COs were prepared with the aggregation method ([Supplemental Information](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Single-cell suspensions from hESCs as well as week 1, week 2, and week 5 COs were prepared for 10× Genomics Chromium scRNA-seq with TrypLE (Thermo Fisher) according to the 10× protocol RevA or RevB. Data were analyzed by Cell Ranger v.1.2 (10× Genomics). Cell clusters were identified and manually curated by expression of canonical cell markers using a combination of graphical and k-means clustering as a guide ([Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). See [Supplemental Information](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details.

CRISPRa Assay {#sec4.7}
-------------

The CRISPRa assay was based on [@bib25] using a combination of five custom sgRNAs per target. Transfected cells were selected at 24 hr by puromycin and harvested at 48 hr with TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher). qPCR was performed with Quantitect SYBR Green RT-PCR (Qiagen). RNA-seq libraries were prepared with the NEXTflex Rapid Directional qRNA-Seq Library Prep Kit (PerkinElmer). Differential expression analysis was performed as described above ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplemental Information](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).
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